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"Observations of Ohniaka III: A One-Year Liberated Borg 
Cooperation Societal Documentation"

As According to Starfleet Lt. Cmdr. Dr. Amadeus O’Reilly (Edited and Co-
authored by Reclamation Project Consultation Junction Horus)

Cooperation xB Philosophy | Transhumanism
On Liberated Borg/Cooperation Constructs, Social Interaction, and Perception 

Relating to the term "Transhumanism" (Written by Consultation Junction Horus)

The Reclaimed are no strangers to connection. Whether it be the hydraulics 
cables that stitched our flesh and augments together, the infinite horizon of 
our Oppressors’ Hivemind, or the simple act of touch from individual intent, xBs 
require connection as much as we do personhood. Perhaps this is why, in our 
very nature, I (and other xBs) have found kinship with the Federation Standard 
term "transhumanism;" defined as "a philosophical movement that advocates 
for the transformation of the human condition by developing and making widely 
available sophisticated technologies to greatly enhance intellect and physiology.” 
While not all xBs are limited to the original, human-scoped term, my people find 
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themselves teetering the line of individual and collective conscience, biological 
versus machine- wading further into unknown waters to test what it means for us, 
as individuals, to experience life. 

We seek emulation, not imitation. Inspiration, not direct impression. Though I 
cannot speak directly for my fellow kin, we do not attempt to fill ourselves into 
molds made by others; we do not wish to make ourselves into another species’ 
image, for we have already tasted the bitter drink of assimilation in its worst form. 

We can point to this desire for inspiration as to why xBs lend themselves 
to technological interfaces so much easier than other sapients. We fortify 
ourselves in the very technologies that once imprisoned us, and instead use it to 
diagnose ourselves, to connect. To uplink, control, direct, communicate, create- 
push boundaries of what it means to comprehend individual existence on a 
technological and biological level! That we build, utilize, remove, or add upon our 
augments for whatever we want: for decoration, for comprehension, for creation, 
for mobility, for presentation and more! 

Our Oppressors attempted this technological advancement by force. And 
through the demiurge’s installment of their own silent, yet vengeful and willful 
control, they failed spectacularly. The Hivemind has suppressed singularity, and 
in turn subjected the Collective to eternal cruelty in perpetuated ignorance- 
smothering the concept of self and agency that transhumanism could employ for 
self-betterment.

We connect through our independent will. We connect by choice alone- bound, 
however, by the eternal paradox rooted in community and individuality. We 
connect by many things, all made by our reveling in and the indulgence in the 
concept of choice: from casual conversation over an observed habit, or inserting 
an interface cable into remnant ports by which to analyze a budding, newly-made 
program.

Perhaps most significantly, however: we connect through transcendence. By 
having, communally, experienced a great vastness no non-xB will ever be able to 
describe, comprehend, or understand- surviving it individually, as supported by 
other individuals. 
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I assure you, reader, that it is alright if you do not understand.

We do not wish for you to understand us in totality. We have no need for you to 
understand us in totality. We wish, simply, to exist: to exist, to flourish, to thrive, to 
have our singular selves acknowledged, to have our community respected. 

Most significantly: to live. 

In this publication, I have written previously that our bodies are self-shaped 
temples forged by our own making, “with tools we built or 'reclaimed' from our 
Oppressors.” If what I have said is true, then the technology that remains forever 
woven within each xB stands as “relics” by which to channel another indescribable 
presence. A presence of community and connection- be it by sharing a cable to 
host a self-made palace of dreams, or running a caring, gentle, and purposeful 
touch over irremovable implants.

[EARTHEN CALENDAR - OCTOBER 7, 2391]

SPECIALTY OUTPOST STARBASE "SP-4852 SOLSTICE"

Whenever former Borg shirked regeneration alcoves for the short-term 
peace of sleep, their dreams — if they had them — were rarely pleasant. 

Chaotic, loud, and unfocused thoughts could run rampant through 
xB's addled minds– robbing them of the rest that natural sleep 
supposedly brought. Since no two xBs were alike, varying degrees of 
these nightmares' intensities had been documented throughout their 
ever-growing numbers; former Borg that could remember their lives 
pre-assimilation would experience flashbacks of their "unit's" time in the 
Collective, and Nameless who never knew singular life before severance 
might relive their traumatic first moments of singularity. xBs that were 
only assimilated for a brief amount of time were among the few that 
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could experience sleep in the restful connotations so many other galactic 
sapients had the luxury of, compared to the dreams of Progenitors that 
ran the reported gamut of nonsensical, violent, and even terrifying.

As Hugh explained this unique facet of xB life to Geordi, the 
Commander took a sip of his water– readjusting himself against the 
makeshift headboard of Hugh's pull-out couch, and back under the 
covers of its hastily-replicated, spread out sheets.

"So what you're saying is," Geordi concluded, "is that I don't have to 
worry a whole lot about you hogging any covers from me." 

Hugh smiled against Geordi's bare shoulder. "Not especially."

Escorting the Commander back to the Starfleet quarters wing, Hugh 
savored his residual weariness in each step– admiring the darkening welt 
he saw peeking up and over Geordi’s uniform collar. During a quick 
ride in one of the deck's turbolifts, it was extremely tempting for Hugh 
to take the Commander’s hand for himself and kiss it on the knuckles; 
for no other reason than to indulge himself in a spontaneous display 
of physical affection. The mere fact Hugh imagined it for himself, 
wanted to do it for himself… perhaps that was the apotheotic nature of 
romance, he supposed; and what made this type of relationship so highly 
valued among his people. 

The inspiration, Atlas so dreamily spoke of.
So temptation gave way to act.
Hugh smirked into Geordi's knuckles as he heard the other man 

chuckle. “You like hands, don’t you.”
“Says the man who practically leapt from his desk to trace mine after I 

pet a cat.”
Spontaneity made people braver. More unpredictable. 
More defiant– inherently themselves, perhaps.
Even 23 years later, Hugh still had so much to learn. 
To become more of, and add onto, the Hugh he was today.

The two eventually reached his Commander’s quarters, Geordi 
surprising Hugh by stealing another kiss as his front doors slid open. 
Although Geordi’s sudden spontaneity took him off guard, Hugh 
wondered how much Geordi might’ve been restraining himself before 
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their shared confession– or, perhaps, if this flirtatiousness had been 
reawakened after a long time of forlorn, widowed dormancy. For now, 
Hugh happily reciprocated the kiss and relaxed into his embrace– the act 
another memory for Hugh’s processors to archive into a rapidly-growing 
space dedicated to Geordi.

“Did I scare you?” Geordi chuckled sheepishly, “sorry, I--” 
“I wouldn’t call it ‘scared,’” Hugh assured him, “hardly at all. It– 

gladdens me to be on the receiving end of your physical affections, 
Geordi.” 

Whether it was the flattery of what Hugh said or the garish way in 
which he spoke, Geordi’s timid smirk spread into a wide, rosy-cheeked 
smile– papping the Director on the arm before breaking from their hug. 
“You-- God, you’re too much sometimes,” the Commander chuckled. 
“How’d I get a boyfriend with a pretty little tongue like that, huh?”

Whatever Hugh was going to say left his temporary memory drivers 
the instant Geordi called him that again.

“G-go, go to bed;” Hugh insisted to a giggling Geordi, “you’ll make 
my cortical node overload if you keep that up–”

“Fine, fine…”
Pausing in the open doorway to turn on his heel, the Commander 

smirked as his eyes darted all over Hugh. 
“Night, honey.” 
Hugh’s cortical node registered a facial temperature flare and increased 

bloodflow in his cheeks as the doors slid shut.
“G-goodnight--” 
 
After another 1.15 hours of updating and gushing with Crosis, Hugh 

awoke refreshed from a good night’s regeneration cycle– ready to tackle 
the day and bid farewell to Captain Crusher and the Pasteur. It was a 
bittersweet coincidence, Hugh supposed– to start the work day with 
such a saddening goodbye, considering the jovial evening he’d just 
shared with Geordi the night before. But the xB took comfort in the fact 
they would see Beverly again soon for the Midway Gala, and apparently 
Geordi had already “spilled it” to Beverly about his desire to exchange 
augments. 

So, after reviewing the day’s to-do list and approving Reclamation 
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Project reports with Crosis over tea, both Directors arrived at Solstice’s 
transporter bay at 0900 hours– Commander Vorik and Geordi at the 
controls while Beverly gently shooed her ship’s senior staff onto the 
platform.

“You two go on ahead,” the Captain told them with a fluttering hand, 
“I’ll be over in a bit. Tell Chief Jay to get us warmed up and out of 
immediate orbit; we’ll head off as soon as I’m back on the bridge.”

Her first officer and CMO agreed with “Yes Ma’am”’s as Vorik beamed 
them out, Beverly turning her gaze back to the four Solstice staffers. 
“There you both are,” she chimed, “right on time.” 

“Are we late?” Crosis asked.
“Not at all; Commander Kaminski is simply nothing if not dedicated 

to my schedule. Besides, Director Second; as if I’d ever leave without 
saying goodbye first…”

Geordi chuckled as he parted from Vorik to join Hugh in Beverly’s 
audience– looking between them with a loving, knowing smile.

“Well Commanders, Directors:” she sighed, “it’s been lovely 
resupplying your endeavors here at Solstice, and seeing how those 
supplies are being used up close and personal. Just as lovely as that, 
however, if not moreso… has been seeing you two again. I look forward 
to our reunion for the Midway Gala. Director Crosis, Commander 
Vorik,” Crusher offered, “it’s been a pleasure meeting you both, as well.”

Hugh beamed with pride as he heard Crosis bluster behind him. “The 
pleasure was all ours, Captain.”

“Agreed: it was an honor to meet one of Starfleet’s most renowned 
doctors.” 

“And it’s been our honor hosting you, Captain Crusher,” Geordi 
added brightly. “Thank you again for your medical expertise, as well as 
your vessel’s willingness to resupply us.” 

“I must agree with Commander La Forge, Beverly; many Reclamation 
Project staffers have reported feeling quite enriched from the Pasteur’s 
visit. The Atlas Project owes you a debt of gratitude,” Hugh told her as a 
grin sprawled across his face, “just as much as I do.”

She nodded, eyes still glancing between him and Geordi… and 
suddenly, gracefully, Beverly took one of their hands each– giving the 
palms a firm squeeze in her manicured grasp. 
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“Take care of each other,” she told them. 
Urged them, Hugh could even call it. 
“I’m proud of what you’ve been doing out here together. Keep it 

up. It looks like you already make an excellent team,” Beverly offered, 
“and I feel very blessed to have seen the inception of it all. To have seen 
your inception, Hugh– and you, Geordi...” the Doctor shook her head, 
a lifetime’s worth of memories hanging heavy in her eyes. “You seem 
happy.”

Hugh watched the Commander nod and swallow tightly.
When had she last seen Geordi with some sort of partner, Hugh 

wondered?
“Well, I… don’t know when you’ll be swinging around the Alpha-

Gamma Quadrant borders next, besides the gala,” he said faintly, “but 
give Solstice a call if you ever need to make a pit stop, Bev.”

“The Pasteur will be sure to do so, Geordi.”
Unwilling to relinquish her friends, Beverly squished their hands again 

as her lips pursed in thought.
“If you’d indulge me… I would like to see you share a dance, in a 

month’s time,” she crooned. “Call it a wish fulfillment on my end, but I 
think you two would be quite striking together. Gives you something to 
work on, while I’m away.” 

And with her voice falling to a whisper, she winked, leaning in so only 
they could hear her.

“Get to practicing, boys.”
Before they could inquire further, Crusher plapped their hands one 

more time and surrendered her grip– smirking and turning to walk up 
the transporter’s steepled stairs. She bid the gathered goodbye with an 
“energize” and a wink, Vorik warming up the transporter sequence to 
beam the Captain out in a wash of golden light.

Geordi sighed. “There she goes…”
“We’ll see her again soon, at least.”
“Mhm.”
Eventually, Geordi leaned towards him. “We’ll also have to pick a song 

to practice with, you know.”
Hugh smirked. “I’m certain we can find something.” 
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As the group broke off for their day’s itinerary, Hugh started to trail 
after Vorik. “Commander Vorik,” Hugh called, the Vulcan raising an 
eyebrow as he stopped to wait. “I apologize I wasn’t able to meet with 
you before attending Captain Crusher’s departure.”

“Not a problem, Director: Commander La Forge and I were in 
our own administrative discussions this morning, and I was therefore 
occupied. Did you need something from me, specifically?”

“In a way, yes. There is something I want to discuss with you 
regarding, ah-- personal affairs, concerning on-site… social matters, 
between certain officers.”

Vorik nodded along. “I welcome whatever discussion you invite, 
Director Hugh…”

The Subcommander let his words hang on a pause, eyeing the 
Director up and down. 

“And… considering Commander La Forge and I’s earlier discussions,” 
Vorik alluded in a quieter voice, “may I assume this has to do with yours 
and the Commander’s, ah– recently-heightened, personal relationship?” 

Hugh’s bodily temperature flare-up alerts were getting their work in 
lately. 

Geordi already told his first officer?
The xB swallowed. “I-I-- felt it would be right of you to know by 

my own admittance, considering I informed Director Second Crosis. 
Additionally, I– do not want to be managing the Atlas Project with you 
thinking I didn’t trust yo-–”

“Your candor is noted and appreciated, Director Hugh.”
Vorik considered his next words.
“As much as I will praise my time aboard Voyager, we had many our 

crew had many interpersonal conflicts that could’ve been resolved much 
quicker if we were… honest, with each other. We let many unspoken 
desires hamper our on-site duties because of this miscommunication, 
and I would like to see the practice done through a more healthy means 
of openness. …Musings regarding my former crew aside,” the Vulcan 
continued, “if my superior officers openly discuss newfound personal 
relationships and notify me of possible on-site behavioral changes, it is 
not my place to discuss nor pry into those officers’ personal lives. It is 
obvious to me that you and Commander La Forge have had a very… 
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complex history together, if I may summarize.”
Hugh shrugged some. “That much is certain.” 
“Mm. Therefore: so long as progress on the Atlas Project continues 

according to schedule and desired productivity, I will not notify Starfleet 
Command or issue personal conduct citations.”

“You won’t?”
“Did you expect me to?”
Hugh nearly sputtered. “N-no, but… this is the Reclamation Project’s 

first operation together with Starfleet, as co-managerial entities. I have 
attempted to be hypervigilant of your policies as to know how to work 
best with them, and henceforth I am… aware, of Starfleet’s Codes of 
Conduct regarding-- “ Hugh’s breath hitched, “romantic– relationships, 
between crewpeoples.” 

Vorik nodded. “Then perhaps I should tell you, Director,” the Vulcan 
alluded, “assure you, even… that those particular codes of conduct have 
long been seen as more of… shall we say, ‘suggestions.’” 

A weight Hugh didn’t realize he was carrying unmoored itself from his 
shoulders. 

From his brief time at Solstice so far and what he’d seen of the Starfleet 
officers, this made many things suddenly make sense.

“Should I, however,” Vorik continued, “notice any behavior or 
work-affecting patterns that might pose a risk to this project or its 
staff: I pledge to voice my concerns to you both first, before I file 
any sort of complaint with Starfleet Command. But based on my 
current observations of our progress so far, regarding yours and the 
Commander’s oversight,” he offered with the faintest hint of amusement, 
“if our respective factions are to continue as-is, and with its leaders in 
more… open regards towards one another, I am certain we will meet — 
and perhaps even exceed — the expected mission quota.”

The worried weight Hugh had shucked off was quickly replaced with a 
flattered grin. “Thank you, Commander. I am fortunate the Reclamation 
Project and its staffers are able to work alongside an outstanding officer 
such as yourself.”

The Commander allowed a terse, but accepting nod.
Vulcans had very charming, if-restrained ways of accepting 

compliments.
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And trying to find a proper way to end this conversation before Vorik 
could leave in his fluster, Hugh cleared his throat and was about to 
ask a question about the day’s itinerary before his combadge chirped. 
“Junction Five to Executive Director Hugh: please respond–”

Junction Five was onboard Atlas today, wasn’t she? 
Why did she sound so distraught?
Hugh papped his chest as Vorik listened on. “Go ahead.”
“Junction V’evik and I are here at the ionic/tachyon residue disturbance 

we intended to research today in Hull Level 1, Deck 56 where we found 
Third of Four. There has been an incident; I have a medical staffer en route, 
but I also request Director Second Crosis and Commanders La Forge and 
Vorik’s presences as well.”

Hugh and Vorik glanced at each other. 
“I’m heading towards you now, Junction,” Hugh said, “I’ll notify 

Commander La Forge and Crosis; Vorik happens to be with me. What’s 
happened; why did you call for a Medical Relay--” 

“Something went wrong with V’evik’s diagnostic interface, Sir,” Five 
admitted, the concern in her voice unmistakable over the combadge. 
“I’m attempting to diagnose now, but-- V’evik became unresponsive, after 
interacting with Atlas’ cybernetics coupling– and now his holo-matrix is 
simply? Gone?!”

“And his projection isn’t deployed anywhere else on the Station, 
Junction?” Vorik asked.

“No, Sir.”
Hugh didn’t have time to process personal worry. “We’ll be there as 

soon as possible, Five,” he told her. “Stand by with V’evik until we and 
the Medical Relay are able to arrive.”

“Understood. Hurry, Director.”  
As they broached the same transporter room they’d left not minutes 

ago, Hugh tried to stifle his rapidly-roiling concern with a sigh. “A 
strange coincidence that V’evik has endured some sort of duress twice 
now, in that section.”

“Unfortunately so.” 
Hugh hit his combadge. “Commander La Forge: respond.”
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Cooperation xB Societal Behavior | 
Assimilation Tubule Employment, "Tethering"
Regarding xB usage of the Borg-wide phenomenon (and therefore xB-wide) of 

"Assimilation Tubules" and their reclaimed usage therein

Overview

No doubt the reader is already aware of the Borg-wide trait of “assimilation 
tubules” found within every drone, and I imagine the reader is also aware of how 
daunting the mere sight of them can be to the uninitiated (and even the already 
inoculated). These tubules, while varying in placement (and amount) per-drone by 
whatever assimilation template was used on them, are most commonly found on 
a single hand- erupting from either the wrists, knuckles, or just above the distal 
joints. In most circumstances, they are entirely unable to be removed, in part due 
to their deep integration within the xB’s nervous system and skeletal structure. 
If assimilation tubules are damaged outside the body, they typically regenerate 
within 24 hours (making the labor of their removal even more difficult), as the Borg-
given purpose of these augments are “adapting over obstacle for the continuation 
of assimilation, spreading of Borg influence, and allowing direct interfacing with 
any surrounding technology.”

As expected, the xBs of Ohniaka III have not only reckoned with this irremovable 
piece of technology, but have also begun to diversify its employment. Most often, 
the invasive nature of tubules are nullified by the Cybernetics Division to prevent 
excess nanoprobe reproduction within an organic subject or technological 
interface, the "limbs" from thereon serving as either aforementioned interface 
hookups, or as emergency medical aid for those possibly in need of nanoprobes’ 
reconstructive nature. Tubules may also serve as a unique method of identification 
when inserted to an xB user interface, receiving updates, or downloading 
programs and information directly into their cybernetic matrixes. It is quite odd, 
knowing I have become accustomed to the hissing sound of their deployment, 
and yet I see how “aware of themselves” xBs become when utilizing their tubules 
around someone the likes of me- someone untouched by the Borg, and someone 
who will forever be alien to this cybernetic piece of themselves.   

I would be remiss, however, if I did not mention the personal use of assimilation 
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tubules within xBs beyond medical necessity and technological feats, instead 
rekindling old links between themselves as fellow xBs. The act of “Tethering,” as 
it’s come to be called, is not dissimilar to the Vulcan mindmeld, though it is not as 
profound or life-impacting as the trading or insertion of a Katra. Tethering has a 
wide variety of uses, though there must be a certain level of trust and familiarity 
between the involved xBs to permit such a connection in the first place (i.e.: unless 
an xB is a declared Medical or Cyberneticist member of the Reclamation Project, 
the act of a random xB initiating a Tether with another xB is extremely frowned 
upon and akin to physical assault). 

I have seen Tethering used as a means of non-verbal communication, xBs 
downloading files or programs from a friend, and even seen it employed during 
xB copulation to enhance their “pleasing” activities. To quell the reader’s possible 
curiosity, it is possible for an xB to Tether to and with non-xBs (as well as deliver 
these medical dosages), but the time allowed per-species before the nanoprobes 
flood a subject’s system and spark a null assimilation vary greatly, and must be 
preceded with extreme caution.

In my youth, I was once stung by a jellyfish; despite the highly unpleasant event, 
I can think of no better comparison for my personal experience with Tethering, sans 
all forms of pain or long-lasting neurological damage. As I wailed for an antivenom 
hypospray on the limestone beaches of Cornwall from my mothers, I felt what was 
the jellyfish’s “gift” traveling up my arm, through my veins and along my quickened 
pulse. Where as a child I felt pain, the experience of Tethering was far different, 
and dare I say enrapturing. My co-writer of this publication, host to Ohniaka III, and 
Tethering initiator Junction Horus, had a voice clear as day as he held my forearm, 
my eyes wide as I felt a shiver run through my body, the man suddenly so much 
more present in both body and mind. I could only remain Tethered for 21.18 seconds 
before a supervising Medical Relay had to administer a nanoprobe nullifying 
hypospray, but the experience was, reader, truly indescribable- especially to one 
such as myself, who will never know the billion-voiced presence of the Collective 
as wholly as they do. 

My xB associates often spend long periods of time searching for words by 
which to describe the world around them. From both observing and experiencing 
Tethering, I could hardly imagine, dream, or fathom what kind of words they 
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go “looking for” when that deeper level of connection from a ▇▇▇▇▇▇ 
▇▇▇▇▇▇▇▇▇▇▇ is involved.

VESSEL SERIAL NUMBER S-4381, DESIGNATION L.B.V. 'ATLAS'

 
In all his years of service, one Starfleet constant Geordi learned long 

ago was that folks in engineering had an unfortunately-consistent knack 
for getting into trouble. 

As he, Hugh, Crosis, and Vorik watched Five’s workstation console 
replay the surveillance footage, Geordi only hoped that today’s “trouble” 
wasn’t the lethal kind. 

Because there was another constant in Starfleet Geordi learned the 
hard way: physical maintenance in the bowels of warp-capable vessels 
was hardly the safest line of work.

As the four officers were beamed off Solstice and to Five’s exact 
coordinates at “Corridor 5873,” she was debriefing the xB medic 
who’d just arrived– greeting her superiors with a restrained nod as she 
continued to describe the Vulcan’s symptoms. While Geordi tried to give 
his undivided attention to Five, he couldn’t help but glance at V’evik five 
meters down the hall— sealed off by a temporary containment wall, and 
a dozen Rec Project Relays from Cybernetics and Engineering watching 
the Vulcan with cautious worry. V’evik’s stoic stance was all kinds of 
concerning for the Commander; compared to how Geordi once saw 
V’evik try to interface with the Queencell’s command console with their 
hand, the Junction’s entire arm looked as if it were “pulled” deep into 
the wall– minuscule cables and tubes leaching into their prosthetic arm’s 
joint slots. As Five pulled up the worksite recording, V’evik simply… 
stood there, unmoving– Geordi’s able to see through the containment 
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field’s crackling wall that an unsettling paleness had washed over their 
skin. Their cheek was also… what was that, pulsating? Rippling?, near 
their “spider web” implant, Geordi wondering whether or not this was 
some sort of latent lockout technique Queen 127 planted there before 
she left house.

Geordi rubbed at his chin as he watched the recording. 

“Right then, V’evik:” Five asked, “are we ready to begin an alcove 
diagnostics interface?”

V’evik was holding their prosthetic wrist and flexing the metallic 
hand, Geordi recognizing three of their Cybernetics Relays as Atlas 
lingered near the wall’s port. “'There is room for nothing until one casts 
out fear,' Junction Five. I am as ready as you and your team are.”

“Joy, joy… and you, Atlas,” she asked, “are you ready?”
“This is a routine diagnostic operation that’s been performed hundreds 

of times in hundreds of places within my hull by Reclamation Project 
staffers,” he said plainly. “Despite Director Hugh’s dramatic interface, 
this Tether is nowhere near that circumstance’s caliber, and I do not see 
why performing it at this particular location should lend my program an 
enhanced excitement.”

Five chuckled. “I see your logic, yes– and in any other case you 
would be correct. But finding a lingering tachyon ion residue in a 
hyperspecific area of a Borg sphere,” she alluded, “a hyperspecific, non-
naturally-occurring residue that won’t dissipate no matter how many 
decontamination sweeps we run… that lends itself to some mystery. And 
you should know by now Atlas, from your work with Commander La 
Forge and I, that engineers adore a good puzzle.”

V’evik stopped calibrating their hand to raise a brow towards Five. 
“Cybernetics staffers enjoy solving problems, too…”

The human xB smirked. “I know you do, Junction V’evik,” she teased, 
“I can tell. After all: I do not know many xBs who would willingly 
uplink themselves in the same place we met Thir--”

“I would prefer not to discuss that event publicly, Junction Five.”   
Atlas looked between the two. “You refer to the first drone extracted 

from my hull, correct,” he asked, “Third of Four? This is where they were 
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located?”
“Correct,” the Vulcan said, “but I must ask you--”
“I was merely clarifying, Junction V’evik. I shall no longer discuss the 

event.” 
V’evik paused. “Thank you, Atlas. But I was-- actually about to 

inform you,” they offered, “simply to use ‘she,’ when referring to Third of 
Four. She updated me herself at her cybernetics appointment yesterday.”

Five glanced to V’evik with a small smile as Atlas’ cubical eyes 
widened. “Understood, then. I—- wait, she–- wasn’t Third of Four 
part of the first drone complement?” he pressed. “The 536 that left for 
Ohniaka III 4 days ago?” 

“She asked to stay, apparently. And the Directors gave their approval 
to let her do so.”

Atlas puzzled in a way that looked very familiar to Geordi. “I will… 
have to ask the Directors why she requested such.” 

Five smiled sweetly. “I’m sure they’d be delighted to tell you.”
Despite the grim situation outside the surveillance footage, Geordi 

managed a smirk– glancing to Hugh and Crosis at his side (who wore 
their own reserved grins). 

“Let us not delay,” Atlas continued. “V’evik: are you ready?”
“Indeed. Commencing Tether coupling executable now…”
Extending their arm towards the standard drone socket, slender 

tubules emerged from V’evik’s fingertips and fused their ways into the 
wall. The Vulcan’s hand slid seamlessly inside and without any sign 
of struggle, the slot forming around their hand to support V’evik’s 
matrices-powered analysis. As Cyberneticst Relays watched their 
supervisor and Engineering staffers observed the control panels with 
PADDs, Atlas’ hologram remained steady and focused on V’evik…

On the recording’s timer, 8.19 seconds seemed to pass by uneventfully 
enough— Five and V’evik verbally trading routine report checklists back 
and forth.

But at 8.20 seconds, something happened.
As Five called for V’evik to begin reciting the local hardware catalog, 

they were silent– instead slowly turning their head down the corridor’s 
dead end of a hallway. Before V’evik’s line of sight could fully swivel to 
look down the quarantined aisle, Atlas’ projection violently flickered 
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before phasing out in obvious anguish— the Vulcan seizing as 
their arm was wrenched further into the socket. Relays from both 
departments began to stagger and skitter backwards in obvious shock, 
Five trying to throw herself upon V’evik to try and free her fellow 
Junction. Despite the external stimuli, V’evik was as stiff as a board; 
Five shook their shoulders and called their name over and over, 
eventually accepting defeat as V’evik’s skin paled, their eyes faded to 
Atlas’ cubical stare, and cybernetic tendons rippled unsettling bulges 
underneath their uniform sleeve. Five stepped back as she shook her 
head, calling out Atlas’ name to no avail despite the crowd of xBs 
looking up and all around them. She pointed one Relay to another, 
then another, all before Five told her on-duty Junction Second to go 
get a Medical staffer as she smacked her combadge.

Geordi sighed as Five paused the feed.
“You’ve already tried recalling Atlas' program?” Hugh asked quietly.
Five nodded. “It’s indicated to still be in use; any external stoppage 

of what he might be running might result in irreversible damage, if he 
doesn’t have a recent backup copy of himself stored somewhere.”

“So he’s gotta be ejected manually, then,” Geordi concluded, 
“because anything that might harm Atlas’ program would also take 
V’evik with him.”

“From what my PADD’s readings deduce, Sir.”
Five shook her head, tapped her foot, and folded her arms as she 

jabbed her thumb over her shoulder. “All we’d done beforehand was 
run your requested scans on the tachyon ion residue, Commander. 
That’s it. V'evik Tethered into the port to analyze for any possible 
infrastructure contamination, said they 'noticed some strange, residual 
diagnostic files' absence' in this chamber while they were uplinked, 
offered to explore with their cortical node processing algorithms, 
and...” she sighed, worry written plainly on her face. "That was when 
Atlas' hologram vanished. I saw no ill intent from Atlas; he was just 
as... surprised, as I was.”

Geordi remembered the face and harsh cry he made before his 
holomatrix collapsed. “To say the least.” 
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Five faltered. “I apologize for being unable to stop the diagnostic 
procedure, Directors." 

"You have nothing to apologize for, Five; you and your team 
couldn't have expected this,” Hugh told her. “We simply thank you for 
supervising them in this, ah… condition."

Geordi’s brow was furrowed in thought. 
He frowned as he stroked his beard, glancing again to Vorik’s glowing 

eyes beyond the force field.
Think, La Forge– think. These folks have been sticking all sorts of new 

bits and pieces in Atlas for weeks now– what made this any different? 
Interface location? Holoprogram proximity? Somebody fix something 
wrong? Maybe V’evik’s subconscious found something bigger than they 
expected? But what did Atlas’ program have to do with it; and where the 
hell did he go, for that matte--

Geordi stopped.
A hologram, a ship’s feedback, a former Borg hookup--
He looked at V’evik’s glowing eyes and began to wag a finger.
“Vorik,” he murmured, “I need your opinion on something.” 
The Subcommander tilted his head. “Sir?”
“I've gone over reports from some of Voyager’s notable engineering 

discoveries out in the Delta Quadrant. Or-- the more Borg-related 
ones, at least. Correct me if I’m wrong, but… your Emergency Medical 
Hologram—”

“The Doctor?”
“Right, right— he once had to be temporarily downloaded into Seven 

of Nine’s cortical node, didn’t he?” He asked, rolling his tongue against 
his cheek. “You think this could be a similar situation?”

Hugh, Crosis, and Five listened intently to the Starfleet officers. 
“Seven and the Doctor were both… whole, after this experience?” Crosis 
pressed. “Nothing was damaged in terms of psyche or memory-related 
functions for the Doctor or Seven?”

“Nothing I saw in the report other than some higher blood alcohol 
levels on Seven’s side of things--” 

“Alcohol?”
“Yeah, that part in particular looked like a long story,” Geordi said 

with a sigh. “I feel like you’d give us the most accurate recounting on the 
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technical side of things, Vorik.”
The longer the group talked, the more Vorik seemed to concur 

with a slow, subtle nod. “I was not present for the reported events 
that transpired, Commander, but I did assist then-Lieutenant Torres 
with running diagnostic checks on the Doctor’s mobile emitter 
afterwards. I do recall having to tend to his temporary memory-related 
drivers… hmm. Perhaps, since… Atlas’ program wasn’t originally a 
holoprogram,” Vorirk postulated, “his original subroutine protocols 
as the ship maintenance AI could have been alerted to an undesired 
presence, recalling his cognitive functions to ‘block a foreign presence’ 
once V’evik interfaced at this location.”

“Apologies for my interruption Sir, but-- a holoprogram can be 
uploaded into a cortical node?” Five marveled. “I’ll have to research 
this further…”

“Indeed, Junction Five. The Doctor is resourceful, as much as he is 
clever.”

“And did it look similar to, uh… this instance?” Hugh asked. 
“No. He was in far more control of her base motor functions, with 

Seven able to actively witness and recount to us what happened– even 
if she was not actively steering herself. But if the Doctor successfully 
performed a similar feat over 20 years ago,” Vorik mused, “in contrast 
to the Junction’s current predicament… then we have to assume 
another factor is at play here, regarding Atlas’ temporary storage.” 

Geordi heard Hugh groan.
“Crosis,” the Director said, “send out a facility-wide message: every 

Reclamation Project staffer currently conducting repairs or research 
is to work off-Tether or disconnect themselves immediately. We can’t 
have any possible repeats that might further harm Atlas or V’evik.”

Crosis was already pulling out his PADD. “It will be done.”
As the Director Second tapped up the message, Geordi meandered 

towards Vorik’s side– the Subcommander watching V’evik closely with 
hands folded behind his back.

Geordi looked between the two Vulcans. 
No engineering departments were immune to accidents, he 

supposed– even if a staffer had just as metal in them as the machines 
they worked on.
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Geordi’s eyes tried to meet his XO. “What’cha thinking about, 
Vorik?”

Vorik was unmoving. 
“I am aware, Commander,” he said evenly, “that V’evik is the only 

Vulcan Reclamation Project staffer on this Project’s grounds.” 
Geordi confirmed with a silent nod. “There’s only 300 of your 

people back on their homeplanet.”
“Mm.” 
Vorik continued to think. 
“Would you be willing, Commander,” he asked, finally breaking his 

stare beyond the force field, “to authorize a mindmeld, between myself 
and Junction V’evik?” 

Geordi looked at him very seriously.
He’d never mindmelded with a Vulcan before, sure– but Geordi 

had long heard about how intimate, powerful, and potent these 
neurological exchanges could be.

“You think that’s the best solution?”
“Given both Atlas and V’evik’s circumstances, it might be the only 

solution, Commander.”
Geordi bit his lower lip. 
He didn’t need his first officer possibly compromised by an artificial 

intelligence’s mental presence, but Geordi’s list of other options wasn’t 
looking too bright.

“You’re sure about this?”
“Very much so, Commander.” 
He frowned. “I’m not.” 
“Then I ask you redirect that anxiety for our safety,” Vorik told him, 

“and instead focus on my command-related accomplishments so far at 
Solstice, while under your management. That, at least, is an observed 
quality of my service you may rely on.” 

That got a smirk to wriggle out the side of Geordi’s beard.
Confident Vulcans were a force to be reckoned with.  
Geordi unfolded his arms and started to nod with a sigh. “Alright 

then,” he breathed, turning to see that the Medical relay was calling 
for a biobed alcove. “Let’s see what Five thinks.”
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After a few minutes of delineation and Geordi voting in favor of 
Vorik’s idea, a plan was set and everyone was in position. Five stood 
at the temporary operations console to lower or raise the force field 
on command, Hugh and Crosis were on standby to help V’evik and 
Atlas (should he reappear), and the Medical Relay had given Geordi 
Vulcan-compatible hyposprays while she handled V’evik’s biobed for 
transport. In his hand clattered three canisters: one for Vorik should 
he require a post-mindmeld stimulant, a second one for V’evik, and 
a third hypospray strictly for Vorik: just in case he was accidentally 
struck by technology that might lead to a Null Assimilation.

Geordi really hoped he didn’t have to use the third one.
“We’re ready?” Five called.
Trading looks with the Director duo, Vorik, and the Medical Relay 

known as Four of Nine, Geordi beckoned to Hugh with a thumbs up.
Hugh took a deep breath and nodded to her. "Lower the force field, 

Five." 
She keyed in commands to have the wall crackle into nothingness, 

and the group began to carefully approach the interfaced cyberneticist. 
Despite Vorik in the lead, V’evik still stared forward where their 

hand was slotted into. With pale skin and sickly-green veins, the 
Junction’s eyes were clouded in the same black andgreen cubical 
haze as before– though they looked far brighter here now that the 
force field was gone. Geordi stayed close at Vorik’s side, his hands 
rolling the hyposprays in his uniform’s pocket and watching for his 
Subcommander’s hand cues…

Everyone stopped when Vorik held up a hand.
“Junction V’evik,” Vorik said as calmly as possible. “Junction 

V’evik: are you able to speak to us.”
Nothing.
Vorik spoke again, but this time in Vulcan. 
Still nothing.
Vorik cautiously stepped forward.
“Can you tell us whether or not you’re currently housing Atlas' base 

program.” 
The non-responses were getting nervewracking.
The closer Vorik got to V’evik, the tighter Geordi gripped the Null 
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Assimilation blocker hypospray.
“...Atlas?”
Nothi-- no.
There was something this time. 
V'evik's metallic jaw twitched and the underside of their eye 

warbled– as if a rippling vein traveled up from their cheek and into 
their altered vision.

From the sound of shuffling behind him, Geordi could venture a 
guess that everyone else saw that too.

“For the health and safety of my subordinate,” Vorik asked in a 
firmer voice, “I must confirm to whom I am speaking with.”

V’evik’s head turned towards the group.
Their face was still blank.

“D-dakh--”
Vorik stopped.

“Dakh pthak--”
Geordi listened intently.
He didn’t entirely know Vulcan, but the Commander felt like he’d 

heard those words before.
He only loathed how much V’evik sounded like Hugh when he was 

interfaced was Atlas.
“V’evik?” Hugh tried.

“Dakh pthak...” the xB repeated, “N-nam-tor ri ret-- na'fan-
kitok... fa tu dakh pthak–”

Now this, Geordi and Vorik recognized.
It was a well-known, beloved teaching of Surak among Vulcans.

Cast out fear.
There is room for nothing else until one casts out fear.

As V’evik’s (Atlas’?) sight began to dart frantically between the 
group, a dark green streak dribbled out of their nose.

“Disengage, V’evik--” Vorik urged, stepping forward and setting 
a hand on V’evik’s shoulder before reaching out the other for a 
mindmeld. 

“I still can’t pinpoint Atlas’ program deployed anywhere on the ship, 
Commander,” Five called, “he might still be in a feedback loop inside 
Junction V’evik’s Cortical Node if Vorik starts this now!” 
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Geordi’s Subcommander was already adjusting his hand against 
V’evik’s varicose-veined face. “Then I will have to offer him a way out.”

The Vulcan closed his eyes.
“My mind, to your mind,” Vorik murmured, “my thoughts, to your 

thoughts…” 
It was quiet.
Medical Relay Four was gripping the biobed alcove’s handle.
Geordi meandered to Vorik’s other side.
Five blipped on her PADD, still searchi--
All of a sudden, it wasn’t so quiet anymore.
V’evik hollered out, the wall decoupled from their cybernetic arm, 

Vorik thrashed backwards, and Geordi managed to catch Vorik’s hand 
that had been on V’evik’s face for mindmel--

At the touch of Vorik's hand, Geordi was pulled into something.
Something powerful.
Something haunting.

Something he would not soon forget.

•

Down a hall, seven flashlights shone on a figure in a hallway dark as night

The crowd, the source of the flashlights, were huddled  

tightly together in the dark

A red-and-green augment light blinks

The chitter of Reclamation Project scanners, Geordi hears, ping rapidly, the sounds 

of metallic footsteps echo in the attacked, assimilated, severed, abandoned Vulcan 

Science Institute Research Outpost, the rustling of phasers and batons the only thing 

heard as the footsteps grow closer

The light suddenly collects on the source of the footsteps, now stopped and 

stationary as a figure, a Borg drone, as V'evik, Geordi sees, stares at them, mouth 

agape, jaw shuddering
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They stop

An arm rotted off, hydraulics cords broken

The light in their left augment blinks; the same pattern as before

They do not understand The Noise, their voice

They cannot Hear it

"A Vulcan morse code," one says,

"It's an emergency hail!"

A Reclamation Project personnel, Geordi hears, steps forward

They are speaking, it is their leader 

A figure emerges: one hand on a baton, one hand held out to the group,  

a voice outside of Them says "hold fire!"

Someone other than Them, Geordi sees, outside of themself, is approaching, Hugh, 

Geordi sees--

They are unknown

They are outside

And we

We are outside?

They are not Us?!

Unknown, foreign, not of this--

But now separate, singular, other, alone--!

There is Another here, Geordi sees,

Observing, watching--
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A tall man with green emerald eyes as bright as stars

How is he here, Geordi thinks— why is he here?!

And the Borg drone, V'evik, Geordi sees, the individual--

•

Screams 

•

 

Geordi gave a hard gasp as Vorik let go of his hand, the Commander 
blinking as he settled himself in the present and away from that 
momentary flash. Even the Vulcan had to regain his ground, the 
Subcommander straightening his head and evening his pace of breath. 
Geordi, meanwhile, blinked once, twice– wrenching his eyes shut and 
rubbing his face to make sense of the world around him…

And suddenly, the familiar weight of Hugh’s hand rested on Geordi’s 
shoulder, the Commander sighing as his free hand rested on top of the 
xB’s. 

“Commanders?”
“I’m alright, Hugh,” Geordi managed with a nod, “I’m okay; thank 

you. Vorik, are you--”
“Adjusting, Commander,” Vorik managed in a shaking voice. “Medical 

Relay Four, are you--”
As she murmured a “Here,” the Relay was already kneeling beside 

V'evik with a medical tricorder beeping all sorts of scans and readings. 
Geordi’s first steady glance went towards the disconnected V’evik, the 
Commander’s memory threatening to dissolve back into that memory…

Why was Atlas lingering there, of all places? 
To pull himself from that spiral, Geordi breathed deeply, shook his 

head, and offered a small prayer of thanks that V’evik was alive and here 
today. 

As Vorik regained his composure, he cleared his throat. “I... apologize, 
Commander,” he managed quietly. “I should have been more cautious 
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in exiting the mindmeld. Vulcan points of physical contact are very 
heightened in touch telepathy, after connections of such caliber--”

“No no,” Geordi assured, “that’s alright; no need to apologize. Glad 
you’re alright.”

Vorik leaned in close and barely spoke above a whisper. “Did, ah… 
did you also see--”

“Mhm.”
“Peculiar.” 
“I’ll find somewhere to mention it.”
“They’re stabilizing, Sirs!” the Relay announced. “Whatever you pulled 

them back with, Commander Vorik, it worked; I’m reading lowered 
hippocampus functions and steadying memory-related storage drivers. 
I’ll have them transported to Medical Junction Troval’s department on 
Solstice once they are able to be moved for further analy--”

V’evik gasped and was suddenly awake.
“S-she-- she knows something--”
The group instantly condensed around V'evik, Hugh murmuring a 

“We’ve got them” as Geordi and Vorik were still too out-of-sorts after 
their tangential mindmeld with the xB. 

Crosis knelt so that V’evik’s back leaned against his knee as Hugh 
led them out of their possible crisis state. “V’evik,” Hugh spoke gently, 
“please, you may relay any and all information once you’ve rested--” 

“Let me speak now, Director,” they insisted as their voice returned to 
normal, “please, i-in case I forget, or--”

V’evik started over, Geordi watching the xB swallow and take the 
augmented Director’s hand tightly with their own prosthetic hand.

“She knows something, Director,” they spoke through a tight jaw. 
“B-but they wiped it from… Atlas, every drone on this sphere… and the 
Collective! She-- the Queens, they were… working on something, for the 
War--!”

“The Species 8472 War?” Hugh pressed.
They nodded with a deep breath. 
“She, t-they-- tried to activate it, and--”
Activate, Geordi thought? Activate what?! Something onboard Atlas? 

Or, perhaps– something inside his long-gone host cube itself? 
Silent, uneasy glances were thrown every which way.
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“Say only what you’re able to, V’evik,” Hugh told them quietly. “Do 
not strain yourself any further than you have already.” 

“They deleted it all, sir,” V’evik finally spat out. “Everything related to 
it, b-because they… the Queens units– they were afraid of them finding 
it, perfecting it, using it--!”

“Finding what, V’evik?”
The Vulcan’s jaw shuddered through the blood that smeared their 

mouth.
“I don’t… I don’t know,” they admitted. “All that I know was that– 

information, programming to power something once existed, and now it 
is gone. All I could see w-was that it had to do with… a place,” V’evik 
started, “a person… and a road. All in one. But that’s-- that’s all I know, 
Director; I’m sorry,” they nearly sobbed, “that’s all I could--”

Geordi’s heart ached as Hugh rubbed the young xB’s hand and assured 
them it’d be alright, him and Crosis helping Relay Four get them onto 
the biobed alcove.

“Do you currently require my presence or further testimony, 
Commander La Forge?” Vorik asked.

“I think you’re good, Commander,” Geordi told him. “You wanna go 
with them to Sickbay?” 

“If you permit it.” 
“Permission granted.”
Vorik nodded to his superior and meandered to the gurney’s side, 

murmuring “C-commander--” in protest through the dried green 
blood on their lips. Vorik merely shook his head, urged something in 
quiet Vulcan, and the Junction’s head leaned backwards in a relaxed 
acceptance.

“We’re ready for Solstice transport,” Relay Four announced. “Director 
Hugh, may we depart?”

“Please do.” 
“Medical Relay Four of Nine to Medical Junction Troval,” the xB 

called, “three to transport.”
The group shimmered out of existence, everyone else left behind with 

the hull’s white noise and the gravity of V’evik’s allusions strewn at their 
feet.

Geordi sighed.
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“A person, a place, and a road… don’t suppose that rings any bells for 
anyone, does it?”

While Crosis and Hugh looked confused at Geordi’s metaphor, Five 
shook her head behind them.

Course not.
As soon as Geordi had asked his question, Five was pulled out of her 

amusement and back to her temporary console’s screen– eyes widening 
at a newly-blinking notification. “Atlas’ program is relocalizing itself, 
Sirs,” she announced, “and he’ll be appearing… here, by the looks of i–” 

Before Five could finish, a photonic force field flickered halfway down 
the dead-ended hall. 

It sputtered out before any real shape could manifest. 
Before anyone could substantially react, this flicker and fade out 

happened again– though the photonic containment field lasted longer, 
and took a far clearer shape of a kneeling humanoid.

The four of them looked up and all around. “Atlas?” Geordi called out. 
“You having problems with your hologenerato—”

The Language of Information rumbled above them and took the 
group off guard, Atlas’ voice condensing further and further into the 
hallway’s corridor. 

Crosis’ thick brow creased upward as the xBs glanced between each 
other in shared sympathy. “Oh…” 

“Ah, that’s–”
“What’s he saying?” 
Hugh made a saddened face. “He did not… especially enjoy this 

experience, from the sound of it.” 
“This sentiment is difficult to simplify,” Crosis elaborated, “but he’s… 

‘finding it hard to be small again,’ Commander.” 
As Geordi weighed the AI’s implications, Atlas’ hologram finally 

phased into existence. He was posed as the previously-failed shapes tried 
to manifest before– knelt with his head in his hands, gripping at the 
buzz cut that still shimmered with an incomplete photonic containment 
field. His folded legs and coattails looked as if they were still solidifying 
from a pool or puddle below him– the hologram’s form a beacon of 
grief-stricken green in front of an abandoned, tachyon and ion-littered 
hallway…
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Despite Atlas’ obvious distress and staggered pose, Geordi noticed he 
looked… bigger, somehow. 

Taller, maybe? Wider? 
Whatever it was, there was something different. 
Not as small, perhaps.
Geordi, Hugh, and Crosis instantly made way towards the hologram.
His hologram did slink back some at hearing the three sets of 

footsteps approach him.
“Atlas,” Hugh tried. 
“We mean you no ill will, Atlas,” Crosis said gently, “we’re--” 
“I am not that shape,” Atlas rumbled, his voice an incomplete 

mixture of his custom synthesizing and the Language of Information. “I 
am this, I am this; I look through this–!” 

“Hey,” Geordi offered as his jogging slowed, kneeling and extending 
a hand to the shaken hologram. “Hey, hey– Atlas… look at us. You’re 
alright. You’re… nearly done manifesting– V’evik’s decoupled and 
heading to Sickbay… it’s gonna be okay. Alright?”

Atlas brought his face out of his hands, opened and closed them… 
and after looking around at the three men, stared directly up to 
Geordi– his cubical eyes wracked with a sort of fear and self-doubt the 
Commander never thought he’d see from a starship brain’s hologram.

But after Geordi noticed his holographic stubble was somewhat 
thicker, he realized something as Atlas looked up to him.

It was the same exact stare he’d given Geordi inside V’evik’s memory.
 

 VESSEL SERIAL NUMBER S-4381, DESIGNATION L.B.V. 'ATLAS'

The rest of the day ended up having little room for musing on V’evik’s 
three part riddle for Geordi.

By the time Commander La Forge had time for a trip to Solstice’s xB 
Sickbay Wing with Hugh, he was exhausted. As timing would have 
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it, the two happened to arrive during V’evik’s second regeneration 
cycle– happy to see the sleeping Vulcan's skin returning to its original 
pigment and their skin cleared of oil-like veins. Troval debriefed the 
station managers on their team’s “Null Assimilation Precaution Cleanse” 
procedure; caused by nanoprobes with no Collective to connect to for 
unit assignment guidance, Null Assimilations simply "ate" the body 
inside-out until they ran out of organic material, leaving the drone’s 
biological functions overwhelmed and unable to support the unguided 
cybernetics. As Geordi made notes for his incident report, Hugh told 
him how there were regenerative therapy techniques in development 
on Ohniaka III– to try and control faux assimilations for medical 
procedures, augmentation development, and bodily stabilization 
wherever a patient might need it. Under the Reclamation Project’s 
banner, xB cyberneticists were trying to balance the invasive genesis 
of their implants with their self-made, post-Collective life– and Troval 
would be damned if they saw V'evik receive harm from the very 
technology they researched.

After this peaceful visit, however, Crosis gave the two managers the 
green to talk with a thankfully deescalated Atlas.

That wasn’t to say that Geordi and Hugh were still going to try and be 
as supportive — and as inquisitive — as they could possibly be.

“V’evik is in stable condition, Atlas,” Geordi told the hologram. “They 
might be a little shaky for the next couple of days, but for the most part 
they’re fine.”

“Troval will be overseeing the expulsion of excess nanoprobes out of 
their systems. A typical xB humanoid hosts about 3.8 active million 
units, depending on species; V’evik’s most recent count was nearly 
double that, at 6.8 million. We can be thankful a Null Assimilation was 
not initiated."

Atlas did not respond.
Instead, his hologram continued to slowly pace in the ever-shifting 

Command Center– hands behind his back before he went to rub at his 
stubble.

Geordi leaned his head in. “Atlas?”
His hologram was definitely a little taller than yesterday.
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"My… program is-- repulsed by the idea of what would’ve happened, 
Sirs,” Atlas began, “if I did not have the clarity I do now. Crosis’ earlier 
Consultation offered me this perspective earlier. While my algorithms 
sorted this realization into my program stability functions, the longer 
my processors review it… I am beginning to understand its wider 
implications. If I was simply my core programming, instead of…” he 
motioned to his hologram, “this. I could’ve-- my hull, it-- I could have 
absorbed them for parts reallocation, or a Null Assimilation! This… 
divide, I have this with myself– I do not like it! And I have only recently 
learned what it is to ‘like’ something!”

Hugh watched him. "Atlas?"
Atlas’ hand rubbed at his photonic face.
He looked up, then, to his Command Center’s dark ceiling full of 

cables– those green and black eyes of his darting in between it and the 
men before him. “Do you truly comprehend… how small you are, to 
me?” Atlas asked. “How-- tiny, you all are? And how miniscule I must 
condense myself to be, to communicate with you like this? To be pulled 
down into a body like V’evik’s– something I am clearly not, against my 
own will…!”

Atlas stopped himself and shook his head, Geordi unable to help from 
glancing around the Command Center.

Like a giant looking in through a hologram-made keyhole, Geordi 
supposed.

 “You do not compute existence, as I do. V’evik’s body– that was flesh 
and blood. That was not-- what I am,” Atlas stressed, “nor can it ever be– 
no matter how much this hologram might attempt to emulate it. Part 
of me is photonic; you are not! I… I harmed V'evik today– by ignorance 
of my own nature, of weakness of what to do inside their cortical node! 
And I do not know any other photonics by which to answer… questions, 
about my states of being. Withdrawing my program and disbursing it 
throughout my hull is temporary relief, yes, but I– have grown used to 
interacting with you all, like this," he confessed as he slowly approached 
them. “I… am learning. That my program has preferences. As I told you; 
I’ve only recently learned what ‘likes’ are. And if I cannot be near you as 
a tangible presence, in a different manner than my physical hull, and I 
do not feel understood in this form, it…” 
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Atlas paused, motioning his hands and looking downcast before 
quietly mumbling something in the Language of Information. 

Whatever it was he said, Hugh looked heartbroken.
"You are… lonely, Atlas," Hugh said, "in your own way."
With tightly clasped palms, Atlas gave a restrained nod.
“I’m sorry there aren’t any sapient photonic lifeforms here for you to 

speak with.” 
Geordi was rubbing at his lip, thinking deeply on the vision he caught 

from Vorik’s mindmeld. 
“Is that why… you were there, in that memory of V’evik’s?” Geordi 

finally asked. 
Atlas looked like he’d been caught with his hand in a Borg cookie jar.
Even Hugh looked somewhat surprised– most likely wondering what 

Geordi was talking about, since Crosis mentioned nothing like this 
before their Consultation Session. 

“You don’t need to recount anything to us in detail,” Geordi told him, 
“It’s alright. But… why there, of all times and places? Were you looking 
for someone else like you?” 

Atlas nervously rubbed his hands together near the wrist. 
Maybe an observed — and picked up — behavioral habit from Hugh?
"No, Commander– though I understand why you’d theorize this. It 

was… perspective, actually,” he told Geordi. “I… wanted to see what 
V’evik was, compared to who they are now. The recording was a good 
basis of assurance, for my predictive algorithms. Though I-- did not 
predict the recorded memory to be so… harrowing, when observed in 
my current clarity." 

As Geordi accepted this answer with a sympathetic nod, he looked to 
Hugh at his side who was obviously deep in thought. He was massaging 
a hand over his throat and his brow was furrowed– Hugh’s matrices 
probably running hundreds if not thousands of microcalculations...

As Geordi watched with admiration and curiosity, Hugh ended his 
train of thought with a rapidly-spreading grin– the xB smiling up to 
Atlas with an idea that Geordi couldn’t wait to hear. 

"Atlas," Hugh finally spoke. "When we were interfaced... did you see 
any of my memories from my Reclamation Procedures in 2378?" 

Atlas’ eyes flashed momentarily. "I did not." 
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"Mm. I ask, because… I have an old, photonic acquaintance," Hugh 
crooned, "my second doctor after Crusher, I suppose you could call him. 
He has a highly-esteemed place in our people's history, on Ohniaka III. 
And I imagine he would find… kinship, in your current predicament. 
Who knows,” he offered, “perhaps Troval would appreciate the extra 
surgical hand on staff, too."

Oh, Geordi knew exactly who Hugh was talking about.
"Gonna ask the Doctor for a house call, then?" Geordi teased, all 

smirks and smiles and nearly hip-bumping the xB. “You know I’m 
gonna have to see what his current stationing is before we confirm any 
transfers.” 

“Last I was aware of, he was at Starbase 178 under Captain Torres’ 
supervision…” 

Geordi barked a laugh. “You think you’re gonna be able to wrangle 
him out from Captain Torres’ watch at the Delta Quadrant border?”

“Oh, well: perhaps I could have an esteemed Starfleet Commander 
help open communications between our respective factions and see what 
options we have…”

Geordi winked with a smirk. "Yeah, I think I can help with that."
Atlas watched their banter closely. "Sirs?" 
"To put it simply, Atlas," Hugh assured as Geordi pulled his PADD 

out, "I would like to introduce you to the photonic lifeform known as 
the Doctor: a man that helped save 1,227 Progenitor xB lives in the 
span of 76 hours, thanks to his efforts. He is energetic, bombastic, and 
extremely clever– entirely of his own making."

"Mmmhm– and if there's one photonic in Starfleet history who's 
damn well familiar with the Borg, it's the EMH Mk I. I do have an 
update though, regarding his stationing,” he said with a wiggle of his 
PADD. “You were right, Hugh; he’s still out at Starbase 178. That’s at 
least three weeks out, if he can get transferred at all.”

“Ah, well. Will you inquire with Captain Torres?” 
“I’ll make the call tonight, Director.”
Atlas looked between them intently, his hologram having wandered 

close enough that he could’ve reached out and grasped either of their 
hands.

“Your actions taken for my sake have already boosted my program’s 
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computational performances.”
Geordi grinned. “You’re welcome.” 
Atlas managed something like a nod. 
“We’ve all said it in different ways, Atlas,” Hugh reminded him. 

“You are the only incepted xB vessel we’re aware of. You are remarkable, 
of course– but… that is a terrible loneliness to bear, no matter how 
many of us wander inside your hull. If there is something we’re able to 
do that would reduce that loneliness for you… then it’s an effort the 
Reclamation Project is willing to make.”

“And an effort Starfleet is willing to help with.”
Atlas smiled and looked downwards as he rubbed his large hands 

together. 
He was getting better at showing flattery.
 
 
 
After they'd both left Atlas' inner sanctum, Geordi’s shoulder sagged 

the instant their turbolift lurched downwards for this hemisphere’s 
makeshift shuttle bay. 

"A 'person, a place, and a road' that are all the same thing..." Geordi 
mused absently. "Any ideas?"

Hugh shook his head. "None at all. At least we have plenty of time to 
try and figure it out. Alongside any… well. We’ll see how 127’s future 
Consultation Sessions go." 

Geordi tsk'ed playfully. "Dooon’t even bring her up…” he warned, 
“not right now…”

The two chuckled alongside the turbolift’s white noise.
“I do wonder, however,” Hugh admitted after a while, “why Junction 

V’evik reacted so poorly to interfacing with Atlas’ hull, and I didn’t.”
Geordi’s cheek puffed.
That was a good question, wasn’t it.
“Well, I wouldn’t call you, uh-- being at 100%, after your both’s 

interface…”
“Oh no no, I accept that— I’m referring to… health-wise? Their 

condition, as compared to Atlas and I’s coalescence. My… ease, by which 
I…” Hugh trailed off with a wave of his hand. “You get the idea.”
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Geordi nodded, but shrugged with a sigh. “Well, you have been 
separated from the Collective way longer than V’evik has… maybe Atlas’ 
more refined-individuality overloaded them? Hell, maybe the Junction 
just went looking for something where they shouldn’t. You heard what 
they said; trying to access old programs the queen units were working 
on before the memory wipe? Who knows what kinda old, scary security 
protocols they might’ve been left behind…” 

“I see truth in what you offer, Geordi. I ah, also forget that Vulcans 
are much more sensitive to touch telepathy than standard humanoids, so 
perhaps that is another contributing factor.”

“Exactly; and you didn’t have a whole lot of time to go snooping 
around, considering you were trying to shut down a self-destruct 
sequence…”

Geordi’s eyes meandered up towards the turbolift's overhead light. 
It reminded him of something, oddly enough– the Commander 

squinting and trying to think where-- 

The light in their left augment blinks; the same pattern as before

Ah. 
Was that something he should even mention, if Hugh was there to 

begin with? 
Fuck it; they were boyfriends now, anyway. 
“By the way,” the Commander alluded, “I uh-- saw you, in V’evik’s 

memory. Not a lot, just flashes and such– but when I caught Vorik’s 
hand to catch him out of the mindmeld, I got some of the… Vulcan… 
'residuals?' Whatever you call it."

“You saw me?”
“Yeah– you, with some sorta team? A Vulcan research outpost, and it 

looked like you’d just found…”
Geordi watched Hugh nod tightly with a mouthed “ah” as he 

wandered down memory lane. 
“That was one of the largest conglomerates of Vulcans the Collective 

ever assimilated, from what we could tell. Cube 5219, we only had… 
yes– 30 Vulcans with us, for those 10 years of seclusion. V’evik’s group 
brought us 55 new faces. After an ion storm severed their connection 
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to the Borg, they left them to simply rot and fend for themselves. The 
Hive took all the information they needed regarding Vulcan biology and 
technological research, and then just--” 

Hugh made a wafting motion with his hand in frustration.
“How long were they assimilated for?”
“Six years and four months. From the genetic samples we took there 

and the service records the Science Institute was able to provide us, 
V’evik’s mother and father were both killed when the Borg arrived. They 
were both scientists, who ah… tried very hard, to protect their child.”

Geordi frowned, but nodded. “How long had V’evik and the other 
Vulcan drones been separated from the Collective, before you all got 
there?”

“Two weeks. When the Borg would not respond to their hail and the 
resurfaced Vulcan technology began broadcasting to Vulcan instead, the 
Science Institute reached out to us and asked if we would come and… 
‘collect them,’ as they put it,” Hugh alluded. “It was one of the first 
outside requests for Reclamation recovery we had from a Federation-
aligned species.”

Geordi did some quick mental math. “You mean you all signed the 
Ohniakan Accords in 2379,” he insinuated, “and nobody had the guts to 
call the Reclamation Project for anything until 4 years later?” 

Hugh sighed with an eyeroll. “At the very least,” he tried, “we were 
very busy at home with the migrant influx. There were many new 
citizens eager to learn our ways– eager to live among and be taken care 
of by people, who… understood them. Sympathized with them. Our 
hands were certainly not idle, Geordi.” 

The xB paused. “How much did you see, from Vorik’s mindmeld?”
“I think… right before V’evik fainted. I saw a hallway, some lights 

blinking out a Vulcan morse, you and a group of about-- 10 other xBs, I 
wanna say...”

Also heard some not so pretty things, Geordi thought as he remembered 
V'evik's blood-curdling scream.

“Their group's severance was difficult," Hugh admitted. "I can’t 
even fathom it, being separated like that for two weeks. My cube’s 
complement– we were alone in space for a while, certainly, but that…? 
Mn. No.” 
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The Director fiddled with his hands. “For all their hardship, I’m… 
proud of V’evik,” Hugh settled on. “Their group was a wonderful 
addition to the Vulcan Quarter back home, and I have no doubt they’ll 
one day become an elder voice of reference, for said Quarter. You saw 
for yourself, Geordi: V'evik has come a long way, in eight years. So for 
them to have been part of one of our first retrieval groups? And to know 
they’re still growing today? It is… comforting, seeing our processes heal 
people. We work very hard to make sure our techniques help people. So 
I suppose if anything, it… gives an older Progenitor like me hope, for 
future generations.”

Hugh wouldn’t be around forever, huh. 
A past grief Geordi was far too familiar with tried to wrestle with his 

heart.

But to pull himself back to the present, he did what Hugh had done 
just the night before; Geordi took the xB’s hand for an impromptu kiss, 
smiling into Hugh's soft skin and his biochip wrist port to boot.

“We've both got a lot to be proud of."


